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IV.

Brief Statement of Jurisdiction:

The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to U.C.A. §
78A-3-102(4), U.C.A. § 78A-4-103(2)(j), and Utah Constitution Art. 8, Section 5.

V.

Statements of Issues Presented for Review on Appeal:

Appellants respectfully assert the following two issues on appeal:
Issue #1:
Whether, under Rule 702 of the Utah Rules of Evidence and State v. Shepherd,
2015 UT App 208, 357 P.3d 598, the district court erred in striking portions of
deposition testimony from Defendants' non-retained expert witness Brent Cathey
addressing the issue of the effects of the specific wick drain hitting the pipeline,
thereby limiting the portions of Mr. Cathey's deposition transcript which could be
read as testimony at trial?

Standard of Review:

"The trial court has wide discretion in determining the

admissibility of expert testimony, and such decisions are reviewed under an abuse of
discretion standard.

Under this standard, we will not reverse a decision to admit or

exclude expert testimony unless the decision exceeds the limits of reasonability." State v.

Shepherd, 2015 UT App 208,357 P.3d 598,604.
Citation to Record where Issue is Preserved: This issue was preserved by way of
an Objection filed by Plaintiffs on September 9, 2015, (Record, pp. 684 - 736), and
Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Objection. (Record, pp. 737 -
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829). In addition, there were Court hearings on the matter on September 11, 2015,
September 14, 2015, and September 15, 2015. (Record pp. 1167:11 - 1205:7; 1490:5 1495:18; and 1551:7-1574:15). The district court issued its ruling verbally at the
September 15, 2015 hearing. (Record, pp. 1569:2 - 1572:21).

Issue #2:
Whether the district court erred in not striking, and not issuing a curative
instruction to the jury to disregard, witness Mike Miller's trial testimony regarding
his expert opinions as to the unreliability of Mr. Cathey's DCVG test, when Mr.
Miller was not designated as an expert witness?

Standard of Review: "The trial court has wide discretion in determining the

~

admissibility of testimony, and such decisions are reviewed under an abuse of discretion
standard. Under this standard, we will not reverse unless the decision exceeds the limits
ofreasonability." State v. Davis, 2007 UT App 13, 155 P.3d 909,312.
Citation to Record where Issue is Preserved: This issue was preserved at the trial
court by way of objection from Defendants' counsel, who then also moved to strike the
witness opinion as to the effectiveness of the DCVG test. (September 15, 2015, Jury
Trial, Day 2, Record pp. 1644:21 - 1655:9).
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VI. Verbatim statement of any Constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances,
rules, and regulations whose interpretation is determinative of the appeal or of
central importance to the appeal:
Utah Rule of Evidence 702:
(a) Subject to the limitations in paragraph (b), a witness who is qualified
as an expert by know ledge, skill, experience, training, or education may
testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if the expert's scientific,
technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue.
(b)
Scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge may serve as the
basis for expert testimony only if there is a threshold showing that the
principles or methods that are underlying in the testimony
( 1) are reliable,
(2) are based upon sufficient facts or data, and
(3) have been reliably applied to the facts.
(c)
The threshold showing required by paragraph (b) is satisfied if the
underlying principles or methods, including the sufficiency of facts or data
and the manner of their application ·to the facts of the case, are generally
accepted by the relevant expert community.
~

VII.

Statement of the Case:

This appeal is from a final judgment on a jury verdict entered in the Second
Judicial District Court, Davis County, Bountiful Division, in district court case number
120700141. The nature of the case concerns Plaintiffs' allegations that Defendants'
drilling of water wick drains caused damage to a pipeline owned by Plaintiffs at the
Legacy Parkway project. (Complaint, Record p. 5, ,I,I 27-32). 1

Citation to allegations of the Complaint is not an admission by Defendants of such
allegations.
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VIII. Statement of Facts
1.

The district court struck portions of Brent Cathey's deposition transcript,

and prevented the testimony from being read at trial, which pertained to Mr. Cathey's
opinions as to the effect of the wick drain installation on the pipeline. (Record, pp.
1571:23 - 1572:21).
2.

The portions of Mr. Cathey's deposition testimony which were therefor

precluded from being read as testimony at trial included the following:
Q:

Do you have any understanding about whether the wick drain
installation process that you saw, if the wick drain installer
had hit the pipeline, if that would cause a coating holiday?

THE WITNESS:

My understanding of the wick drain installation
is there is a shoe, which is steel, and which is
pointed and pretty sharp, and it would definitely
damage a pipeline if it got broke into it.

(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 33: 14 - 34:2).
Q:

Is it your belief that as of the time you inspected the line that
the wick drain installers had not struck the pipe as of the time
you inspected it?

A:

Yes.

Q:

What is the basis for that belief?

A:

Well, number one, would be the results of the report. Did not
find anything that would indicate a coating holiday. And,
number two, there is evidence of the wick drain above
ground, where they pound those in, they've got the wick drain
itself sticks above ground this far (indicating).

Q:

You're indicating about 12 inches, 10 to 12 inches?
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A:

Yeah. And I did not notice any wick drains installed over the
pipeline when I was there ....

\:W

(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 36:8-37:4).
Q:

I'm just wondering if you're aware of maybe the pipe had a
particular type of coating that could withstand something like
a wick drain hitting it?

A:

No coating will stand a wick drain hitting it.

(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 38: 13-18).
3.

The district court stated that its ruling was based upon Mr. Cathey's

deposition testimony not explaining his experience with the effect of the wick drain
installation process on the pipeline. (Record, pp. 1571 :23 - 1572:21 ).
4.

Mr. Cathey was not retained by Defendants, but was instead retained by

Plaintiffs to conduct testing of the pipeline shortly after pipeline damage was discovered.
(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 19:4-22).
5.
vJ

Mr. Cathey has been employed for WBI Energy Corrosion Services/Total

Corrosion Solutions since 2001. He has been the Engineering Group Manager and
President. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 6:2 - 7:15).
6.

Mr. Cathey's highest level of formal education is high school, which he

graduated from in 1981. (Dep. Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 7:16-21).
7.

Since high school (for the 31 years prior to when his deposition was taken

L;j

in 2013 ), Mr. Cathey has worked in the corrosion field for a cathodic protection service
company. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 7:22 - 8:4). Mr.
Cathey's experience has been primarily with pipelines for this 31 year period. (Dep.
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Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 8: 11-18).
8.

During his deposition, Mr. Cathey extensively explained pipeline coatings,

cathodic protections, pipeline corrosion, and pipeline coating testing for holidays
(including but not limited to the DCVG test). (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p.
718, Dep. pp. 9:13 - 19:3).
9.

Mr. Cathey performed a DCVG test on the subject pipeline. (Dep. Brent

Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 19:4-22).
10.

Witness Mike Miller described his understanding of a DCVG pipeline test

as follows: "DCVG stands for direct current voltage grading ... it's one of the many tools
we have in our integrity tool kit . . . they use it a lot in the gas industry in facilities and
it's a way to check your coating quality." (Sept. 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record pp.
1643:24- 1644:5).
11.

Mr. Cathey "[ d]id not find anything that would indicate a coating holiday"

with his DCVG test. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 36:18-20).
12.

Mr. Cathey testified that he observed the wick drain installation while he

was on scene conducting the DCVG test. Specifically, he described and observed that
there were five to seven large excavator installation-machines on the scene at this time
installing the wick drains. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p.
25: 17-22).
13.

When asked ifhe recalled any problems with the wick drain installation, he

responded: "I'm not familiar with the process whatsoever. So I would not know what an
abnormal condition would be on it." (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718,
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Dep. pp. 27:18 - 28:1). Notwithstanding, he then later described his first-hand
observation of the wick drain installation process as: "there is a shoe, which is steel, and
which is pointed and pretty sharp, and it would definitely damage a pipeline if it got
broke into it." (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 33:23 - 34:2).
i..11

14.

During his observation of the scene and wick drain installation process, Mr.

Cathey did not see any wick drains being installed over the pipeline. (Dep. Brent Cathey,
Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 37:2-4).
15.

Mr. Cathey's experience includes finding "over 100,000 coating holidays,"

including those caused by third party damage sources of damage. (Dep. Brent Cathey,
Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 40:23-25).
16.

Mr. Cathey explained that known causes of pipe coating damage, other than

from installation issues, include:
"Roots can grow into it, damage, that kind of thing; the pipeline can
shift, ground expansion, contraction can make the pipeline move;
sitting on a rock, you can get coating damage. Third-party damage
is very apparent verse those types of situations."
(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 41:5-10).
17.

Mr. Cathey testified that he's "very" familiar with many cases where a

pipeline was struck by a third party and the coating was damaged. (Dep. Brent Cathey,
Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 40: 11-16). This is based upon his prior experience in
testing for such third-party damage. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718,
Dep. p. 40: 17-20).
vJ

18.

At his deposition, Mr. Cathey testified as follows:
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Q:
A:

Have you had another experience where the coating on the
pipeline was damaged by something striking it?
I'm familiar with many cases where a pipeline was struck by
a third party and the coating was damaged, yes.

(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 40: 11-16).
19.

Mr. Cathey has performed DCVG tests for Plaintiff ConocoPhillips

multiple times. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 19:23 - 20:3).
20.

At trial, Plaintiffs' counsel asked Mr. Miller if he was familiar with a

DCVG test. When Mr. Miller responded 'yes,' Plaintiffs' counsel asked: "And tell us
what that is." (Sept. 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p. 1643:20-23). In responding
to describe his understanding of a DCVG test, Mr. Miller also provided the following
unsolicited expert opinion: "Works pretty good for your typical pipeline, which is three to
six-foot deep. It's-it's a crap shoot on a thirty foot pipe." (Sept. 15, 2015, Jury Trial,
Day 2, Record p. 1644:14-15).
21.

Once Mr. Miller answered, Defendants' counsel objected and moved to

strike Mr. Miller's expert opinion, which was unsolicited, on the basis that it is an expert
opinion and Mr. Miller was not designated as an expert. (Sept. 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day
2, Record pp. 1644:21 - 1645:16).
22.

The district court ruled that Mr. Miller cannot testify that "the DCVG stinks

and is not useful," but can say how he normally uses them, including the depths, based
upon his experience. The district court did not issue a curative instruction to the jury to
disregard the testimony. (Sept. 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record pp. 1656:5-9;
1657:12-17).
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23.
vi)

Mr. Miller's unsolicited, expert opinion was the only testimony or evidence

at trial as to Mr. Cathey's DCVG test being unreliable ("a crap shoot") at a twenty-eight
foot depth. See (September 14, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 1, Record p. 1426:2-4, testimony
by Bradley Gilson testifying that the pipeline was installed twenty-eight feet deep); see
also (September 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p. 1648:16-25, admission of

Plaintiffs' counsel as to there not being any other witness who will testify as to the
v)

validity of the DCVG test).
24.

The only expert witnesses disclosed by Plaintiffs were Bradley Gilson and

James Milligan of Gilson Engineering, Inc.; Mr. Miller was not disclosed as an expert.
(Plaintiffs Rule 26(a)(4) Designation of Expert Witnesses, Record p. 177-180).
25.

Mr. Gilson testified at trial, but did not testify as to the reliability or

unreliability of the DCVG test. See (September 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p.
1399:1 - 1489:9, Mr. Gilson's trial testimony); see also (September 15, 2015, Jury Trial,
Day 2, Record p. 1648: 16-25, admission of Plaintiffs' counsel as to there not being any
other witness, besides Mr. Miller's unsolicited opinion, who will testify as to the validity
of the DCVG test). Mr. Gilson's expert report did not even discuss the validity of the
¼!)

DCVO test. (September 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p. 1421 :25 - 1422: 18).
Additionally, the district court issued an Order preventing Mr. Gilson and Mr. Milligan
from "testify[ing] regarding the results of the DCVG coating evaluation." (Order on
Defendants' Motion to Strike Expert Report of Bradley Gilson and James Milligan,
Record p. 414-15).
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IX.

Summary of Arguments:

The district court abused its discretion by striking, and precluding from being read
as testimony at trial, portions of expert witness Brent Cathey's deposition transcript
which stated his opinions as to the effect of the wick drain installation on the pipeline.
Mr. Cathey's experience qualified him to state these opinions under the low
"threshold showing" of admissibility standard for expert opinions pursuant to Utah Rule
of Evidence 702. In addition, Mr. Cathey's opinions are admissible under the State v.

Shepherd decision, which discuss admissibility of expert opinions under U .R.E. 702
based upon an expert's qualifying experience. Mr. Cathey's qualifying experience
included his 31 years in the corrosion and pipeline-testing industry, whereby he has tested
for and found over 100,000 coating holidays on pipelines, including from damage caused
by third-party sources. In addition, Mr. Cathey testified that he observed the wick drain
installation while he was on scene performing his testing. As such, he is qualified based
upon his experience to render an opinion as to the effects of the wick drain installation
process on the pipeline.
Indeed, Mr. Cathey's qualifying experience renders his opinions admissible just as
the boating expert's opinion's in State v. Shepherd were ruled to be admissible. In

Shepherd, the boating expert was ruled to be qualified to opine as to the effects of a boat
hitting a person based upon his experience with a boat hitting a seal. Similarly, in this
case, Mr. Cathey's vast experience with finding over 100,000 coating holidays, including
holidays caused by third party sources (such as roots), qualifies him to opine as to the
effects of a wick drain installer (a third party source) on the pipeline. Moreover, in
Page 14 of33
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Shepherd, the boating expert was qualified despite never having inspected the subject
boat or water reservoir. In this case, Mr. Cathey inspected the pipeline project scene
while under construction, as well as personally observed the wick drain installation
process being undergone for the project. As such, Mr. Cathey's experience exceeded that

"

of the boat expert's experience in Shepherd. Therefore, Mr. Cathey's expert opinions are
admissible under the "threshold showing" standard of U .R.E. 702. Moreover, just as was
discussed in Shepherd, any factors which Mr. Cathey may have been incorrect about do
not preclude his experiential foundation for his opinions. Rather, hey instead go to the
weight of his testimony for the jury to consider. In this case, the jury was not even

lrjJ

permitted to hear Mr. Cathey's expert opinions on a central issue of this lawsuit. This
was m error.
Separately, the district court abused its discretion by not striking, and not issuing a
curative instruction to the jury to disregard, witness Mike Miller's unsolicited expert trial
opinion as to the ineffectiveness of Mr. Cathey's DCVG pipeline test. Mr. Miller's
expert opinion should have been stricken because he was not disclosed as an expert under
Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 26. This failure to strike Mr. Miller's expert opinion, and
to not instruct the jury to disregard it, was prejudicial to Defendants because Mr. Miller's
opinion was the only trial evidence as to the ineffectiveness of the DCVG pipeline test.
~

As such, each of these errors separately merits reversal of the district court's
rulings and remanding of the case for a new trial. Moreover, reversal and remand is also
appropriate due to the cumulative effect of these compounding errors.
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X.

I.

ARGUMENT

UNDER UTAH RULE OF EVIDENCE 702 AND THE SHEPHERD
DECISION, THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED BY STRIKING PORTIONS
OF BRENT CATHEY'S DEPOSITION TESTIMONY FROM BEING
READ AS TESTIMONY AT TRIAL.
The district court abused its discretion by striking, and precluding from being read

as testimony at trial, certain portions of expert Brent Cathey's deposition transcript.
These portions of Mr. Cathey's deposition testimony are admissible under Utah Rule of
Evidence ("U.R.E.") 702 and the State v. Shepherd decision because Mr. Cathey was
qualified as an expert to opine on the issues which the district court struck. Under U.R.E.
702 and the Shepherd decision, Mr. Cathey was qualified as an expert on the issues based
upon his vast personal experience of testing pipelines for 31 years.
As identified in the Statement of Facts section above, the district court struck
portions of Mr. Cathey's deposition transcript, and prevented the testimony from being
read at trial. The district court struck the portions of Mr. Cathey's deposition testimony
which discussed his opinions as to the effect of the wick drain installation on the pipeline.
(Record, p. 1571:23 - 1572:21). The portions of Mr. Cathey's deposition testimony
which were therefor precluded from being read as testimony at trial included the
following:
Q:

Do you have any understanding about whether the wick drain
installation process that you saw, if the wick drain installer
had hit the pipeline, if that would cause a coating holiday?

THE WITNESS:

My understanding of the wick drain installation
is there is a shoe, which is steel, and which is
pointed and pretty sharp, and it would definitely
Page 16 of33
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damage a pipeline if it got broke into it.
(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 33:14- 34:2).
Q:

Is it your belief that as of the time you inspected the line that
the wick drain installers had not struck the pipe as of the time
you inspected it?

A:

Yes.

Q:

What is the basis for that belief?

A:

Well, number one, would be the results of the report. Did not
find anything that would indicate a coating holiday. And,
number two, there is evidence of the wick drain above
ground, where they pound those in, they've got the wick drain
itself sticks above ground this far (indicating).

Q:

You're indicating about 12 inches, 10 to 12 inches?

A:

Yeah. And I did not notice any wick drains installed over the
pipeline when I was there ....

(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 36:8 - 37:4).
~

Q:

I'm just wondering if you're aware of maybe the pipe had a
particular type of coating that could withstand something like
a wick drain hitting it?

A:

No coating will stand a wick drain hitting it.

(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 38:13-18).
The district court stated that its ruling was based upon Mr. Cathey's deposition
testimony not explaining his experience with the effect of the wick drain installation
process on the pipeline. (Record, pp. 1571 :23 - 1572:21 ).
vJ

Mr. Cathey was unavailable for trial, thus necessitating his deposition having to be
read as testimony at trial. Notably, Mr. Cathey was not retained by Defendants, but was
Page 17 of33
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instead retained by Plaintiffs to conduct testing of the pipeline shortly after pipeline
damage was discovered. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 19:422). Despite having been retained by Plaintiffs to investigate and test the pipeline,
Plaintiffs moved to exclude portions of Mr. Cathey's expert opinions.
1.

Experiential Qualification Under U.R.E. 702 and State v. Shepherd.

The Utah Supreme Court has held that there is a low "threshold showing" of
admissibility under U.R.E. 702 for the admissibility for expert opinions:
"[R]ule 702 assigns to trial judges a 'gatekeeper' responsibility to
screen out unreliable expert testimony - not just scientific expert
testimony. Utah R. Evid. 702 advisory committee notes, ,r 3. When
applying the new rule 702, judges should approach expert testimony
with 'rational skepticism.' Id. But the degree of scrutiny [that
should be applied to expert testimony by trial judges] is not so
rigorous as to be satisfied only by scientific or other specialized
principles or methods that are free of controversy or that meet any
fixed set of criteria fashioned to test reliability. Id. Importantly,
both subsections (b) and (c) require the [party] to make only a
'threshold showing' of reliability. Utah R. Evid. 702(b)-(c)."

Eskelson ex rel. Eskelson v. Davis Hosp. and Med. Ctr., 2010 UT 59,242 P.3d 762, 766
(emphasis added) (internal quotations omitted).
In this case, the district court based its ruling as to Mr. Cathey's "experiential"
foundation for expert opinions upon State v. Shepherd, which had been issued only about
a month prior to the trial of this matter. See (Record, pp. 1490-95; 1551-74). However,
the Shepherd decision actually supports admission of Mr. Cathey's opinions as to the
effect of the wick drain installation on the pipeline. As the district court excluded Mr.
Cathey's opinions based upon the Shepherd decision, its abuse of discretion therefore
exceeds the limits of reasonability in this case.
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In Shepherd, an issue was whether testimony from the State's expert boating
witness should have been excluded in a criminal trial involving a boating incident. State

v. Shepherd, 2015 UT App 208,357 P.3d 598,604. The defendant argued that the
testimony should have been excluded under U .R.E. 702. The State called the boating
expert primarily to testify about how sound travels over water. The boating expert also
testified about his experiences when hitting items in the water (which was one issue in
the case, as the boating incident included allegations that the defendant hit the decedent
with his boat). The Utah Court of Appeals stated:
"The trial court could properly admit the boating expert's testimony
if the court reasonably determine ( 1) that scientific, technical, or
other specialized knowledge would assist the jury to understand the
evidence or determine a fact in issue; (2) that the witness was
qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or
education; and (3) that the State made a threshold showing that the
principles or methods underlying the testimony were reliable, were
based on sufficient facts or data, and had been reliably applied to the
facts of the case."

Id at 608 (citing U.R.E. 702 and R. Collin Mangrum & Dee Benson, Mangrum & Benson
on Utah Evidence 543-45 (2014-15 ed.).
As recognized above, U .R.E. 702 permits an expert to be qualified based upon that
expert's experience. See also U.R.E. 702(a). In Shepherd, the Court determined that the
State's boating expert "was qualified by his knowledge, experience, or training." Id. The
Court then examined the boating expert's experience with boating when determining his
experiential qualifications. In doing so, the Court stated:
"Utah courts have routinely allowed persons to testify as experts
based on the totality of their qualifications and experience, and not
on licensing or formal standards alone."
Page 19 of 33
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Id at 609 (internal citations omitted).
After determining that the State's boating expert was qualified based upon his
experience, the Court then analyzed whether the State made the requisite "threshold
showing" under U.R.E. 702(b ). In analyzing this, the Court stated: "The boating expert
offered experiential opinions, meaning he did not need to identify a particular
methodology." Id (internal citations omitted). The Court again later noted that "a
scientific methodology is unnecessary for experiential opinions." Id at 610.
In Shepherd, the boating expert testified about the training he had received on boat
accident investigation, his assisting of scientists in conducting tests, his personal
experiences operating a boat, and his own observations when hitting objects in the water.
Based upon this experience, the Court determined that the expert met this low threshold
showing and that it was "entirely reasonable to conclude that these sorts of experiences
were sufficient" under U .R.E. 702. Id at 609.
This ruling in Shepherd as to the boating expert's opinions being admissible was
made despite several arguments by the defendant as to that expert's experiential
qualifications. First, the defendant argued that the boating expert did not personally test
or examine the subject boat or the reservoir. However, the Court noted that the expert
made use of information from the observations of others.
Second, the defendant also argued that the boating expert's experience was
insufficient because it was based on that expert's experience as to hitting a seal with a
boat instead of a person (as hitting a person with a boat was at issue in the case). In
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response to this argument, the Court stated:
"[l]t would be illogical to conclude that only those individuals who
have hit a human with their boat could properly provide expert
opinion in this case as to the physical manifestations of striking an
unseen object in the water. Instead, the boating expert used his
experience of hitting a large, living thing to draw an analogy to the
instant case. Any weakness in that analogy could be - and were attached on cross-examination and highlighted in closing argument,
but an adequate threshold showing was nonetheless made under rule
702(b )(3)."

Id at 610.
Third, the defendant in Shepherd argued that the boating expert "was incorrect
about a number of factors." Id at 609-10. However, the Court stated that "[c]ontrary and
~

inconsistent opinions may simultaneously meet the threshold; it is for the factfinder to
reconcile - or choose between- the different opinions." Id at 609. Importantly, it was
ruled that the factors which the State's expert were incorrect about were "therefore
insufficient to convince us that the threshold was not met." Id at 609-10.
Despite these arguments by the defendant in Shepherd, the Court affirmed the
district court's admission of the boating expert's opinions under U.R.E. 702.

2.

Just as in the Shepherd Decision, Mr. Cathey's Experience Qualifies
Him As An Expert Under U.R.E. 702.

In this case, the evidence supporting admission of Mr. Cathey's expert opinions as to the effect of the wick drain installation hitting the pipeline is even stronger than there
was in Shepherd. Mr. Cathey's experience thus exceeds the low "threshold showing"
under U.R.E. 702, and the district court abused its discretion by striking Mr. Cathey's
testimony.

Page21 of33
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Mr. Cathey's opinions which were stricken included that if the wick drain installer
~

had hit the pipeline, then it would have damaged the pipeline's coating. This is due to the
district court's determination that Mr. Cathey did not have sufficient experience to opine
as to "the possible effects of a wick drain hitting the pipeline. See District Court Ruling
(Record, pp. 1571 :23 - 1572:21). (As discussed below in Section 2, Mr. Cathey
conducted a DCVG test of the pipeline to determine if any coating holidays existed.)
Mr. Cathey has been employed for WBI Energy Corrosion Services/Total
Corrosion Solutions since 2001. He has been the Engineering Group Manager and
President. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 6:2- 7:15). His
highest level of formal education is high school, which he graduated from in 1981. (Dep.
Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 7:16-21). Since high school (for the
31 years prior to when his deposition was taken in 2013), he has worked in the corrosion
field for a cathodic protection service company. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record
p. 718, Dep. p. 7:22 - 8:4). His experience has been primarily with pipelines for this 31
year period. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 8: 11-18). During
his deposition, Mr. Cathey extensively explained pipeline coatings, cathodic protections,
pipeline corrosion, and pipeline coating testing for holidays (including but not limited to
the DCVG test). (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 9:13 - 19:3).
As a basis for his experiential opinions, Mr. Cathey testified that he observed the
wick drain installation while he was on scene conducting the DCVG test. Specifically, he
described and observed that there were five to seven large excavator installationmachines on the scene at this time installing the wick drains. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover
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page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 25: 17-22). When asked if he recalled any problems with the
wick drain installation, he responded: "I'm not familiar with the process whatsoever. So
I would not know what an abnormal condition would be on it." (Dep. Brent Cathey,
Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 27:18 -28:1). Notwithstanding, he then later
described his first-hand observation of the wick drain installation process as: "there is a
shoe, which is steel, and which is pointed and pretty sharp, and it would definitely
damage a pipeline if it got broke into it." (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p.
718, Dep. pp. 33:23 - 34:2). Mr. Cathey therefore had an understanding of the wick
drain installation process. Notably, during his observation of the scene and wick drain
installation process, Mr. Cathey did not see any wick drains being installed over the
pipeline. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 37:2-4).
Mr. Cathey's experience thus exceeds the boating expert's experience in

Shepherd. Mr. Cathey actually inspected the scene and observed the wick drain
installation process, as was being used on the project. In Shepherd, the boating expert
had never inspected the boat or the reservoir.
Importantly, the basis for Mr. Cathey's experiential expert opinions is also based
upon his vast prior experience in testing for and finding coating holidays, which are
irregularities in the pipeline's coating. Specifically, Mr. Cathey's experience includes
finding '"over I 00,000 coating holidays,'' including those caused by third party damage.
(Dep. Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 40:23-25). Mr. Cathey explained that
known causes of pipe coating damage, other than from installation issues, include:
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"Roots can grow into it, damage, that kind of thing; the pipeline can
shift, ground expansion, contraction can make the pipeline move;
sitting on a rock, you can get coating damage. Third-party damage
is very apparent verse those types of situations."
(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 41:5-10). Mr. Cathey thus
testified that he's "very" familiar with many cases where a pipeline was struck by a third
party and the coating was damaged. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718,
Dep. p. 40: 11-16). This is based upon his prior experience in testing for such third-party
damage. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 40: 17-20). Again, he
has tested for and found over 100,000 coating holidays, including from damage caused
by third-party sources. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 40:2325). He had even performed DCVG tests for Plaintiff ConocoPhillips multiple times.
(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 19:23 - 20:3).
As noted above, the boating expert's opinions were based upon his experience
with driving boats, doing boat accident investigation, and his observations when hitting
objects in the water. Again, the Court ruled that the boat expert's experience with hitting
a seal was sufficient for his experiential foundation for opinions as to the effects of a boat
hitting a human. Just as in Shepherd, Mr. Cathey has vast experience with testing for
coating holidays which occur from damage to a pipeline. Mr. Cathey had 31 years of
experience in finding over I 00,000 coating holidays which occur from several different
manners of damage, including from installation or third-party sources (such as roots).
Just as the boating expert's experience with hitting a seal with his boat was sufficient
experience under U.R.E. 702, Mr. Cathey's experience with testing for coating holidays
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from third-party sources (such as a wick drain installing needle) is sufficient under
~

U.R.E. 702.
Mr. Cathey therefore had sufficient experiential foundation to opine as an expert
as to the effect of the wick drain installation on the pipeline, under the "threshold
showing" standard ofU.R.E. 702. It was thus an abuse of discretion, which exceeds the
limits of reasonability in this case for Mr. Cathey' s expert opinions as to the effects of the
wick drain installer hitting the pipeline to be excluded. Causation for the damage of the
pipeline was a primary issue in the lawsuit, which Defendants disputed. Defendants were

vi)

severely prejudiced by not having its sole expert on the effect of the wick drain
installation toward the pipeline be excluded. Indeed, Mr. Cathey was even retained by
Plaintiffs to investigate the accident. (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718,
Dep. p. 19:4-22).
Lastly, in Shepherd, the Court discussed the 'threshold showing' standard under
U .R.E. 702 as it relates to any facts which the boating expert were incorrect about:
"Contrary and inconsistent opinions may simultaneously meet the
threshold; it is for the factfinder to reconcile - or chose between the different opinions. R. 702 advisory committee note.
Defendant's argument that the boating expert was incorrect about a
number offactors is therefore insufficient to convince us that the
threshold was not met."
Shepherd, 357 P.3d at 609-10 (emphasis added). Plaintiffs' opposition is likely to focus
on testimony by Mr. Cathey that he thought the pipeline was four to six feet deep (when
it was allegedly twenty-eight feet deep). (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718,
Dep. p. 39: 1-7). Plaintiffs may also point out Mr. Cathey's testimony that he did not
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recall the type of coating used on the pipeline, and that he never encountered the same
experience where a pipeline was struck by a wick drain installer. (Dep. Brent Cathey,
2

Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. pp. 38:2-5; 40:6-10). However, as discussed in

Shepherd, any factors which Mr. Cathey may be incorrect about do not preclude his
experiential foundation for his opinions, but instead goes to the weight of his testimony.
The factfinder (the jury in this case) is to determine the weight of Mr. Cathey' s opinions,
with the opposing perspective to be presented via cross-examination and/or closing
argument. Defendants were not even permitted to have the jury hear M r. Cathey's expert
opinions as to the central issue in this lawsuit. This is thus an abuse of discretion, and
Defendants therefore respectfully request that the district court' s ruling be reversed, and
the case remanded for new trial with Mr. Cathey' s expert opinions be permitted to be
admitted into evidence.

II.

UNDER UTAH RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 26, THE DISTRICT
COURT ERRED BY NOT STRIKING, AND NOT INSTRUCTING THE
JURY TO DISREGARD, AN UNSOLICITED EXPERT OPINION OF
FACT WITNESS MIKE MILLER.
Fact w itness Mike Mi ller's unsolicited expert opinion should have been stricken,

2

Moreover, immediately after this question was asked at Mr. Cathey's depos ition,
he was asked the following:
Q:
A:

Have you had another experience where the coating on the
pipeline was damaged by something striking it?
I'm familiar w ith many cases where a pipeline was struck by
a third party and the coating was damaged, yes.

(Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 7 18, Dep. p. 40:11-16). Thus, as discussed
above, Mr. Cathey's experience with damage from third-paiiy sources is akin to the
boating expert's experience in Shepherd of hitting the seal, thereby suppo1ting the
admiss ion of his opinions.
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and the jury instructed to disregard it, on the basis that Mr. Miller was not disclosed as an
expert witness under Rule 26 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. It was an abuse of
discretion for the district court not to do so, which abuse exceeded the limits of
reasonability in this case.
Mr. Cathey performed a DCVG test on the subject pipeline. (Dep. Brent Cathey,
Cover page, Record p. 718, Dep. p. 19:4-22). He "[ d]id not find anything that would
indicate a coating holiday," based on his DCVG test (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page,
Record p. 718, Dep. p. 36:18-20). At trial, Plaintiffs' counsel asked Mr. Miller ifhe was
familiar with a DCVG test. When Mr. Miller responded 'yes,' Plaintiffs' counsel asked:
"And tell us what that is." (Sept. 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p. 1643 :20-23). In
responding to describe his understanding of a DCVG test, 3 Mr. Miller also provided the
following unsolicited expert opinion: "Works pretty good for your typical pipeline, which
is three to six-foot deep. It's-it's a crap shoot on a thirty foot pipe." (Sept. 15, 2015,
Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p. 1644:14-15).
Once Mr. Miller answered, Defendants' counsel objected and moved to strike Mr.
Miller's expert opinion, which was unsolicited, on the basis that it is an expert opinion
and Mr. Miller was not designated as an expert. (Sept. 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2,
Record pp. 1644:21 - 1645: 16). Upon argument by both parties, the district court noted
that instructing the jury to disregard the testimony would emphasize the testimony with
3

In describing his understanding of a DCV G pipeline test, Mr. Miller described it
as follows: ''DCVO stands for direct current voltage grading ... it's one of the many tools
we have in our integrity tool kit . . . they use it a lot in the gas industry in facilities and
it's a way to check your coating quality." (Sept. 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record pp.
1643:24 - 1644:5).
Page 27 of33
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the jury. The district court ruled that Mr. Miller cannot testify that "the DCVG stinks and
is not useful," but can say how he normally uses them, including the depths, based upon
his experience. The district court then ruled that there would be no further questioning of
Mr. Miller about the DCVG test. The district court did not instruct the jury to disregard
the testimony. (Sept. 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record pp. 1656:5-9; 1657: 12-17).
As noted above, Mr. Cathey, whose opinions were stricken in part as discussed
above, completed a DCVG test of the pipeline to determine whether there were any
coating holidays on the pipeline. See (Dep. Brent Cathey, Cover page, Record p. 718,
Dep. p. 184:21 - 186: 10). The lack of coating holidays therefore supports Defendants'
defense that the wick drain installation did not cause the pipeline damage. Mr. Miller's
unsolicited, expert opinion was the only testimony or evidence at trial as to Mr. Cathey's
DCVG test being unreliable ("a crap shoot") at a twenty-eight foot depth.

See

(September 14, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 1, Record p. 1426:2-4, testimony by Bradley Gilson
testifying that the pipeline was installed twenty-eight feet deep); see also (September 15,
2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p. 1648:16-25, admission of Plaintiffs' counsel as to
there not being any other witness who will testify as to the validity of the DCVG test).
For example, the only expert witnesses disclosed by Plaintiffs were Bradley
Gilson and James Milligan of Gilson Engineering, Inc.

(Plaintiffs Rule 26(a)(4)

Designation of Expert Witnesses, Record p. 177-180). Mr. Gilson testified at trial, but
did not testify as to the reliability or unreliability of the DCVG test. See (September 15,
2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p. 1399:1 - 1489:9, Mr. Gilson's trial testimony); see
also (September 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p. 1648:16-25, admission of
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Plaintiffs' counsel as to there not being any other witness, besides Mr. Miller's
~

unsolicited opinion, who will testify as to the validity of the DCVG test). Indeed, Mr.
Gilson's expert report did not even discuss the validity of the DCVG test. (September
15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p. 1421:25 - 1422:18). Moreover, the district court
issued an Order preventing Mr. Gilson and Mr. Milligan from "testify[ing] regarding the
results of the DCVG coating evaluation." (Order on Defendants' Motion to Strike Expert
Report of Bradley Gilson and James Milligan, Record p. 414-15). Thus, the unsolicited
expert opinion from Mr. Miller is unfairly prejudicial, as without it there was no evidence
of the DCVG test's unreliability at the twenty-eight foot depth.
Mr. Miller's unsolicited expert opinion should have been stricken, with an
appropriate instruction to the jury to disregard the testimony, due to Plaintiffs' failure to
disclose Mr. Miller as an expert, as is required under Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 26.
Rule 26 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedures requires an individual who may offer
expert testimony to be disclosed as an expert. U.R.C.P. 26(a)(4) ("A party shall ... serve
on the other parties the following information regarding any person who may be used at
trial to present evidence under Rule 702 of the Utah Rules of Evidence ..... ")
disclosure requirement applies to both retained and non-retained experts:

"If a party intends to present evidence at trial under Rule 702 of the
Utah Rules of Evidence from any person other than an expert
witness who is retained or specially employed to provide testimony
in the case or a person whose duties as an employee of the party
regularly involve giving expert testimony, that party must serve on
the other parties a written summary of the facts and opinions to
which the witness is expected to testify in accordance with the
deadlines set forth in paragraph (a)( 4 )(C)."
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This

Utah R. Civ. P. 26(a)(4)(E) (emphasis added).
Plaintiff failed to comply with this mandatory disclosure requirement because Mr.
Miller was not disclosed as an expert witness. (Plaintiffs Rule 26(a)(4) Designation of
Expert Witnesses, Record p. 177-180). Rather, Mr. Miller was only disclosed as a fact
witness having "general knowledge." (September 15, 2015, Jury Trial, Day 2, Record p.
1645:20 - 1646:16).
Mr. Miller's opinion as to the unreliability of the DCVG test at a thirty-foot depth
was an expert opinion which therefore must have been disclosed under Rule 26. "With
respect to expert testimony under rule 702, the offering party must usually satisfy various
qualification and advance disclosure requirements." State v. Rothlisberger, 2006 UT 49,
147 P.3d 1176, 1180. Thus, ifa witness's testimony "is based on 'scientific, technical, or
other specialized knowledge,' it is within the scope of rule 702 of the Utah Rules of
Evidence and may not be admitted as lay fact testimony.'' Id at 1181. Mr. Miller's
testimony as to the DCVG test's unreliability at a certain depth is therefore an expert
opinion, as it is based upon scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge. See also
U .R.E. 701 (c) ("If a witness is not testifying as an expert, testimony in the form of an
opinion is limited to one that is: ... not based upon scientific, technical, or other
specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 702.").

Mr. Miller therefore needed

disclosed as an expert to opine as to the reliability or unreliability of the DCVG test. He
was not, and therefore his expert opinion at trial should have been stricken, and the jury
instructed to disregard it. See, e.g., State v. Mead, 2001 UT 58, 27 P.3d 1115, 1128-29
(finding that a trial court's striking of witness testimony and instruction to the jury to
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disregard it "were sufficient to dispel any prejudice occasioned by the improper
statement.").
Concerning curative instructions to a jury, the Utah Supreme Court has stated:
"[C]urative instructions are a settled and necessary feature of our
judicial process and one of the most important tools by which a court
may remedy errors at trial.. . . There is rarely a cause in which a trial
court is not called upon to affirm an attorney's objection and instruct
a jury to disregard an improper question or an improper answer a
witness has given .... If a trial judge could not correct errors as they
occur, few trials would be successfully concluded. Moreover, our
judicial system greatly relies upon the jury's integrity to uphold the
jury oath, including its promise to follow all of the judge's
instructions .... "
State v. Harmon, 340 Utah Adv. Rep. 33,956 P.2d 262,272 (Utah 1998) (emphasis in

original).
Due to Mr. Miller not having been disclosed as an expert witness, Mr. Miller's
expert opinion should have been stricken, and the jury instructed to disregard the
testimony, pursuant to Rule 26(d)(4): "If a party fails to disclose ... that party may not
use the undisclosed witness, document or material at any hearing or trial unless the
failure is harmless or the party shows good cause for the failure." In this case, Mr. Miller
may have been disclosed as a fact witness, but he was not disclosed as an expert witness.
Thus, he cannot be used as an expert witness under Rule 26(d)(4).
As discussed above, the failure to disclose Mr. Miller as an expert is not harmless,
as his opinion was the only expert opinion as to the unreliability of the DCVG test. The
reliability of the test supported Defendants' defense that the wick drain installation did
not cause the pipeline damage.

Thus the district court abused its discretion by not
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striking, and not issuing a curative instruction to the jury to disregard, Mr. Miller's expert
op1ruon.
Moreover, compounded with the improper exclusion of Mr. Cathey' s expert
opinions (as discussed above), who was disclosed as an expe1i, the failure to instruct the
jury to disregard Mr. Miller' s expert opinion was an abuse of discretion, as it provided
Plaintiffs with an overwhelming amount of, and the only, expert opinions for the jury to
consider on the central issue of causation in this case. See, e.g., Whitehead v. American

Motors Sales Corp., 801 P.2d 920, 928 (Utah 1990) (finding that the cumulative effect of
several errors undermined the Court's confidence that the defendants were able to present
to the jury their theory of the case and that a fair trial was had).
Thus, the district court abused its discretion by not striking, and not instructing the
jury to disregard, the expert opinion of Mr. Miller.

XI.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing bases, Defendants respectfully request that the district court's
rulings be reversed and the case remanded for a new trial, with Brent Cathey's opinions
being admissible at set forth above.
Respectfully Submitted this 11 th day of July, 2016.
DEWHIRST & DOLVEN, LLC

By Isl Kyle L. Shoop
Rick N. Haderlie, Esq.
Kyle L. Shoop, Esq.
Attorneys for Defendants-Appellants,
Utah Department of Transportation and
Ames Construction, Inc.
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XII.

Addendum

Portions of the Record reflecting the Court's oral rulings, as well as the deposition
of Brent Cathey, are provided herewith in this Addendum.
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Whereupon,
BRENT CATHEY,
having been first duly sworn, was examined and
testified as follows:
EXAMINATION
Q (By Mr. Ford:) We introduced
ourselves before we started, but now that we
are on the record I will introduce myself
again. My name is Mike Ford and I represent
UDOT and Ames Construction in a case that's
been brought by ConocoPhillips and Pioneer Pipe
Line. We are here today to ask you some
questions about what you know about a
construction project that went on in 2007.
A Okay.
Q Will you state your name for us?
A Brent Cathey.
Q Do you mind if I call you Brent
today?
A That's fine.
Q You can call me Mike. As we were
introducing ourselves before we started, you
indicated you had not been deposed before?
A Correct.
Q Let me tell you a little bit about
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what's going to happen today. Hopefully, will
make the process go more smoothly and a little
more quickly.
A Okay.
Q This is basically a question and
answer session. And as you can see we have a
court reporter that types down everything that
we say. And when we are done it will be put
into a booklet form that we'll be able to use
later on in the case. Because it's being
recorded, there are a couple things I'd like
you to keep in mind. First, it's very helpful
we don't speak at the same time. So I'll ask
you to allow me to finish my question and I'll
do my best to allow you to completely finish
your answer so we are not talking at the same
time.
Another thing is uh-uhs and huh-huhs
can be hard to distinguish. So I may ask you
to clarify is that a yes, is that a no. I'm
not trying to put words in your mouth, just
trying to make sure we have a clear record.
You've been placed under oath to tell
the truth just like you would be in court. Do
you understand that?
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A
Q

by corrosion? Wllat type of work were you
doing?

Services.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

How long have you worked at WBI?

8

A Cathodic protection is an
electrochemical process that prevents corrosion
on bare metallic structures.
Q Okay. And is that done on all types

Yes.

Okay. I'd like to start by getting a
little background information from you. Where
are you currently employed?

A
Q
A
Q
A
2009.

The WBI Energy Corrosion Services.
WBI Energy Corrosion --

Since August of 2001. Or, I'm sorry,

Q Okay. In 2007 did you work for Total
Corrosion Solutions?
A
Q
A
Q

Yes.
Is that company still in business?

No, it is not.
Did it cease doing business at the

time you went to WBI?
A The assets of Total Corrosion was
purchased by -- it was a different name then,
it was Bitter Creek Pipe Lines. But Bitter
Pipe Lines now is WBI Midstream.
Q What is your job title at WBI?
A rm the president.
Q And what was your job title at Total
Corrosion Solutions?

9
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A Worked for a cathodic protection
service company since 1982.
Q And can you explain what that is, the
cathodic protection service, what kind of work
is it?

of structures, is it primary underground
pipeline?

A Any buried ferrous metallic
structure, primarily pipelines.
Q Okay.
A My experience is primarily on
pipelines, I should say.
Q And what kind of protection services
are there? Is it basically a pipeline coating
that you're dealing with?

A Coatings to a lesser extent, cathodic
protection to a more broad extent.

Q

Explain what that involves.

A

cathodic protection?

Page 8

Page 6
1
2
3

A I was the Engineering Group Manager
and Vice President.
Q How long were you employed with Total

1
2
3

4

Corrosion Solutions?
A Total Corrosion Solutions was started

4

5
6

7
8
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5
6
7

in 2001, February.
Q And you started working there at that

8
9

time?

A
Q

Correct.

And did you work there throughout
2001 to 2009?
A Yes.
Q And you've worked with WBI from 2009
to present?

A
Q

Correct.

What is your educational background?
The highest level of education you've completed?
A High school.
Q When did you graduate from high
school?

A

1981.

Q
A

What did you do from 1981 to 2001?

I was in the corrosion field since

1982.

Q

Can you describe for me what you mean

10
11
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24
25

Q Yes.
A It's an electrochemical process that
prevents corrosion on the pipeline.
Q Okay. And is that something that WBI
does as well?
A Yes.
Q And Total Corrosions Solutions did
that as well?
A Yes.
Q Is Pioneer Pipe Line one of your
clients you work with regularly?
A Yes.
Q What type of services do you do for
Pioneer Pipe Line?

A Cathodic protection work, coatings
evaluation work, and pipeline mapping work.
Q Can you give us a little background
on what those different types of work are? The
first thing you mentioned was the cathodic
protection.

A
Q

H-m h-m-m.

A

How cathodic protection works, is

What exactly do you do to provide
cathodic protection, for example, to
underground pipelines?
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that what you're asking?
Q Yes.
3
A
When corrosion of a metal occurs, in
4 this case a pipeline, there will be an anodic
5 area on the pipeline, and a cathodic area on
6 the pipeline, and corrosion will occur by
7 current leaving the pipe at the anodic area
8 occur traveling -9
Q You mention anodic, is that
1 O a-n-o-d-i-c?
11
A
Sure.
12
Q Okay. My apologies here. You're
13 talking to somebody that has no idea about
14 these pipes and things.
15
A
Sure. So what will happen is
1 6 corrosion occurs by current flow. So you'll
1 7 have an anodic area on the pipeline, you'll
18 have a cathodic area on the pipeline, and there
1 9 will be a potential difference caused by either
2 O metallurgical differences or environmental
2 1 differences, soil differences, oxygen
2 2 differences, there's a lot of different things
2 3 that will make the potential difference between
2 4 the cathodic and anodic areas of the pipeline.
2 5 But the corrosion is always the same, you have
Page 10

corrosion in that manner.
Q That's interesting. And that's a
service that you provide to Pioneer Pipe Line?
A Correct.
4
5
Q The next thing you mentioned was
6 testing a service you perform. Describe for us
7 what you do with the testing.
8
A Well, in regards to cathodic
9 protection we will -- I don't believe we've
1 O done any that of for Pioneer, but we will
11 design cathodic protection systems. We will
12 also install the cathodic protection systems.
1 3 We have done that for Pioneer. And then we
1 4 will also provide monitoring and maintenance
15 and, basically, diagnostic testing of the
1 6 cathodic protection systems. And we've done
1 7 some of that on Pioneer.
18
Q So monitoring, that's just basically
19 to see that the system is functioning properly?
2O
A Correct.
21
Q And how is that done? How is the
2 2 testing performed?
23
A It's electrical testing, basically.
24
Q Are you able to just look at how your
2 5 anodes in the ground are working or do you need

current leaving the anodic area traveling
through the soil to the cathodic area.
Corrosion occurs at the anodic area of the
corrosion. Corrosion does not occur on the
cathodic area. So ...
Q And describe what is the anodic area
7 of the pipe and what is the cathodic area?
8
A The anodic area of the pipe is
9 defined as the part of the corrosion cell where
1 o corrosion has occurred.
11
Q Okay. That can occur anywhere on the
12 surface of the pipe?
13
A
Right.
14
Q Okay. And cathodic is just the area
1 5 where corrosion is not occurring?
16
A
Correct. So what we do is we design
1 7 an electrochemical system where we will build,
18 basically, like a big battery in the ground,
1 9 and what we do is we make the whole entire
2 O pipeline collect current. So that's why it's
21 defined cathodic protection; we turn the entire
22 pipeline cathodic. We put in anodes exterior
2 3 to the pipeline where the corrosion occurs, so
2 4 we basically build a bigger corrosion cell that
2 5 turns the entire pipeline cathodic and prevents
Page 11

to actually go out and do some sort of testing
on the pipeline.
3
A
You measure the output parameters of
4 the cathodic protection system and then you
5 also measure pipe-to-soil potentials on the
6 pipeline.
7
Q And how is that done? Is that
8 actually by going on a physically and blocking
9 the pipeline?
1o
A
Well, typically it's done at test
11 stations on the pipeline which are installed
1 2 approximately every mile, and then also for
1 3 more detailed testing it's done by a pulse
1 4 interval survey which is taking potentials
15 every two and a half feet along the entire
1 6 segment under test.
17
Q And how is that done? Because these
1 8 pipes are buried. How are you able to do that?
19
A
You have a copper/copper sulfate
2 O reference electrode that you have to make
21 contact with the ground and you have to have
2 2 contact with the pipe with a voltmeter set at
2 3 the proper setting, and you measure the pipe
2 4 soil potential to pipe.
25
Q So as you're doing that every two and
Page 13
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a half feet -- you said?
A H-m h-m-m.
Q -- you've got to have contact with
the ground. So were you holding something that
you are putting into the ground?
A Yep. You have a copper sulfate
reference electrode that has to contact the
ground.
Q And so you're basically walking the
pipeline with this copper -- is it like a pole
and sticking it in the ground?
A Yep.
Q And then you've got some sort of a
recording device that's recording the readouts?
A Integrated data log voltmeter.
Q And then you also do a maintenance
service?
A Well, those would be two types of
maintenance services we just discussed.
Q Okay. And then the last thing is
mapping. Tell us what that involves.
A Simply locating the pipeline and
obtaining GPS coordinates on the pipeline
center line and associated features.
Q And are you able to do that in the

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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21
22
23
24
25

today?

A
Q

No.
Do you know if, other than the report
you prepared, if there are any other documents
or notes that pertain to the testing that you
performed?
A There is none.
Q I'm going to mark a copy of your
report as Exhibit 1 and we'll take a look at
it.
(Exhibit 1 marked.)
Q I've handed you what has been marked
as Exhibit 1, and it's actually -- there's the
report that we received in this case, and then
there is an e-mail in the back and it's all
attached together. Will you just take a look
at it and make sure that Exhibit 1 contains
your report.
(Pause.)
A It does.
Q Does the report you prepared contain
anything in addition to what is in Exhibit 1?
A No, it looks complete.
Q In the first page it says Salt Lake
Area - Pipeline Reroutes - DCVG Coating
Page 16
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2

same way you do the testing, because it's
giving off a current you can locate --

3

A
that.
Q

4
5

6
7
8
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No, you use a pipeline locater for

Okay. And what is the science behind
that, as far as you know?

A It1s an electromagnetic process.
Basically, you use a transmitter to inject a
radio frequency onto the pipeline and then you
have locators be able to detect that frequency.
Q We are going to talk about some
testing that was performed on a stretch of
pipeline in Davis County, Utah, in 2007. Do
you recall that?

A
Q
A
Q

H-m h-m-m.
Yes?

Yes.

I understand you prepared a report
from the testing that you did during that time
frame?

A
Q

Yes.

Did you, by chance, bring that with
you today?
A I have a copy, yes.
Q Did you bring anything else with you
Page 15
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Evaluation Survey Report. What is DCVG?

A DCVG stands for direct current
voltage gradient. It's a technique that was
developed in Australia for finding holidays or
voids in a pipeline coating.
Q Is that the generally accepted way of
doing the type of testing that you were
describing earlier?

A Well, we didn't talk about coating
evaluations surveys.
Q Okay. Tell me about the coating
evaluation surveys.

A Coating evaluation surveys are any
type of methods to try to determine the
condition of a coating that is on a pipeline.
Of course, it's buried so you can't see it, so
these types of techniques are done above grade
to try to find holidays and voids in the
coating of the pipeline below.
Q That is different from corrosion, I
guess it could be. I can also have a holiday
in coating as a result of corrosion?

A
Q

You could in some cases.

Okay. So you described the cathodic
protection, the corrosion process. You're just
Page 17
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looking for areas where there is not coating on
the pipeline?

1
2

A Well, corrosion and -- corrosion only
occur on pipeline where there is issue with the
coating. So the pipeline corrosion and
coating, you know, are very interrelated. A
close interval survey would be one method to
find coating holidays. DCVG is another method
and equal to DCVG is ACVG. And there1s also a
method that's used as a more coarse method
that's called a ACCA survey, alternating
current attenuation survey. So there 1s various
methods to find coating problems on a pipeline.

3

DCVG and ACVG?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4
5

A Yes. Yes, we have. I don't recall
if this was maybe the first one. We've done
multiple. But, yes we have done multiple.

Q Okay. Do you remember Mr. Carter
giving you any information about why he was
asking you to do the survey?

6
7
A No, I don1t recall.
8
Q Was it you that did the survey?
9
A It was me that performed the survey.
10
Q I understand there were a couple of
11 areas that were done. I want to focus on the
12 pipe relocation project that was part of the
13 Legacy Highway. Do you know what I'm talking
14 about?
Q Okay. Does your company prefer one
15
A Yes.
method over another?
16
A DCVG or ACVG, they can be considered
Q Maybe the easiest way to do is just
17 to go through the report and talk about that.
as equal techniques. And those two methods are
18
A Okay.
the most detailed. They will find the smallest
19
coating issues, holidays.
Q Page one of the report, which is
20 actually the third page of the exhibit, is
Q Okay. And are they basically
21 where the discussion of the report starts. I
interchangeable?
22 think this explains what you were just telling
A They are basically interchangeable.
23
me, under general information, that you're
Okay.
Do
you
use
each
of
those
Q
24 looking for holidays in the coating.
different methods to determine -- to do your
25
A Correct.
coating evaluations, or do you primarily use
Page 20
Page 18

A We use both methods, and it's on
customer's preference, basically.
Do you recall being contacted by -it has ConocoPhillips across the type. Do you
make the distinction between ConocoPhillips and
Pioneer Pipe Line?
A No. ConocoPhillips at that time was

Q

the operator of Pioneer Pipe Line.

Q Okay. Do you recall being contacted
by ConocoPhillips regarding DCVG coating
evaluation survey?
A I do.
Q When was that?
A It would have been early 2007, maybe
March.

Q Do you remember what they asked you
todo?
A Yeah, it was Kent Carter, and he
asked to perform some coating evaluation
surveys on several areas that they had rerouted
in the Salt Lake City area.

Q Had you performed these DCVG coating
evaluation surveys for ConocoPhillips in the
past?
Page 19
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MR. MANSFIELD: Object to the extent
the document speaks for itself.

Q (By Mr. Ford:) Were you given any
information from Mr. Carter about what type of
coating the pipeline had?
A

Yes, I believe so.

Q

Do you recall what he said?

A

I do not.

Are there different types of coatings
for pipelines?
A There are.
Q What are the different types of
coatings?

Q

A There's fusion bond epoxy, coal tar,
several different types of coal tar, extruded
polyethylene.
Q Do you recall what type of coating
that particular stretch of pipeline had?

A

Not hundred percent, no.

Q

Does it matter?

A For the DCVG technique, it does not
matter.

Q The last paragraph on that page 1 of
the report, which is page 3 of the document,
says, the grading of coating holiday
Page 21
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indications located during the surveys
performed in accordance with the DCVG equipment
manufacturer's guidelines and the guidelines as
set forth in the NACE standard recommended
practice, with a number entitled, Pipeline
External Corrosion Direct Assessment
Methodology, end quote.
What is the NACE standard recommended
practice?
A That is a guideline for performing
DCVG surveys along with other types of

corrosion, or coating surveys.
Q What is NACE?
A NACE is the National Association of
Corrosion Engineers.
Q Are you a member of that?
A I am.
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Q Basically, what you're saying there,
in performing this survey you followed the
standards that are set forth?
A Correct.
Q Okay. And then in the next section
of the report you actually outline the survey
procedures that you followed; is that right?
A Yes.

little indication right at the very beginning
of the survey where that new pipeline section
would have been tied into the old pipeline
section. And that's very common in that type
of situation on the old coating near the tie
in, you know, it's pretty common to find a
little problem there. I found a very, very
small, like a 1.7 percent, IR indication there,
and the rest of the survey area was clean, no
holiday indications were found.
Q So that one small area, that would be
in Category No. 1?
A Yes. The indication found was a 1.71

percent IR, and if we look at category 1,
that's 1 to 15 percent IR, so it's, very, very,
very small.
Q Okay.
A And that area was well away from the
wick drains, where they were actually
installing and putting the wick drains. It was
quite a ways from there.
Q Okay. To get that information, the
1.71 percent, you were looking back in an
appendix page that has a table?

A

Correct.

Page 22
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Q Over to page 2, the next section is
Discussion of Data. And there is a section
called Coating Holiday Indication
Classification. And it looks like, basically,
there are three categories -- well, there's
actually four categories, going over to the
next page, of coating holidays. Is that right?
A Correct.
Q And, basically, these categories are
the severity or the extent of the holiday?

A

Correct.

Q And then there are different
recommendations that you follow based on the
different holidays that are found?
A

Correct.

Over to page 3, we get to the
Discussion of Survey Data. And then there's a
discussion of Area No. 1, Pioneer 8-inch
Pipeline - Wick Train Area. And that's the
area on the Legacy Highway that we've been
talking about?
A Correct.
Q Tell us about the results you found
for that area.
A Yeah, we found one just tiny, tiny
Page 23
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Q It's got identification numbers on
each page. Is that COP 3811?
A
Q

Correct.
So do you recall at the time you were

doing the survey where the wick drain
installation work was being performed?
A It was very obvious because they were

in the middle of performing it when I did the
survey.

Q Okay. On that page we were looking
at, COP 3811, it says survey date April 11,
2007.
A

Correct.

Can you describe the wick drain
installation activity that you observed? What
was going on there?

Q

A Yeah. There was five to seven large
track excavator type machines with the hammer
devices on the front, hammering in the wick
drain shoes as I was doing the survey. I
remember that clearly because that was -- they
were pretty close to me and they weren't paying
attention very well. I was kind of afraid I
might get run over, so ...

Q

Okay. When you were doing the

Atkinson-Baker Inc.
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survey, was the pipeline that you were
surveying marked?
A
It was marked very well. Usually, on
that type of survey, I would have to locate and
flag stake the line ahead of time. In this
case I didn't need to. Pioneer had it very
well staked, painted. There was paint marks.
There was lath stakes maybe 20 to 50 feet
apart, something like that, with painted the
whole center line. It was very well marked.
It made my job a lot easier.

14

Q Okay. Do you recall how close the
wick drain work was being performed to the
pipeline?

15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22

MR. MANSFIELD: You 1re talking about
what he observed?
MR. FORD: Exactly.
THE WITNESS: If I remember
correctly, they were stopping maybe 10 foot, 20
foot, I don't know for sure, from the pipeline,
if I remember correctly. It was quite some
time ago.

23
24

Q {By Mr. Ford:) Sure. Do you
remember how long of a section you were
surveying, how long of a pipeline section?

12
13

25

abnormal condition would be on it.
Q So nothing stuck out to you -A
No.
Q -- and you didn't hear people talking
5 or shutting things down or anything?
6
A No.
7
Q Do you recall there being anyone from
8 ConocoPhillips on the site at the time you were
9 doing your survey?
1o
A Kent Carter got me started on the
11 project.
12
Q Do you recall whether he remained
1 3 there throughout the survey?
14
A He did not remain there throughout
15 the survey.
16
Q Do you know whether there was anybody
1 7 else from ConocoPhillips on the site at that
18 time?
19
A I do the no recall seeing anyone from
2 o ConocoPhillips.
21
Q So describe for me exactly what you
2 2 did as you surveyed that pipeline. What are
2 3 the actual procedures that you do as you do the
2 4 coating survey?
25
A Okay. The first thing we need to do
1
2
3
4

Page 26

I surveyed 3,349 feet.
Were you given any information about
3 how old the section of pipeline was that you
4 were surveying?
5
A If I recall correctly, that pipeline
6 was just rerouted in there due to the highway
7 construction, so it should have been a
8 brand-new line.
9
Q The wick installation work that was
1 o being performed, they were actually installing
11 the wick drains as you were surveying the
12 pipeline?
13
A Correct.
14
Q Was that causing ground vibrations
1 5 that you noticed?
16
A It was very loud, but I don't recall
1 7 vibrations. I don1t recall feeling vibrations.
18
Q Do you recall there being anything -1 9 any problems with the wick drain installation
2 O that you were able to observe? Did you see
2 1 them ever strike anything or have any problems
2 2 with the machine or anything that you can
2 3 recall about that?
24
A I'm not familiar with that process
2 s whatsoever. So I would not know what an
Page 27
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is set up our source signal. So when we went
to a rectifier, which was the Farmington
rectifier, Kent Carter led me to that.

Q

I'm sorry. What is a rectifier?

A
The rectifier is the power source for
the protection system.

Q

Okay.

8
9
1O
11
12
13

A
That rectifier was very close to the
survey area. So we installed a current -- a
DCVG current interrupter in that rectifier,
which makes the signal that we 1re able to
detect if there is a coating holiday. So we
set that up. And then Kent and I drove to the
1 4 start area, where the new pipeline was tied in
1 5 to the old pipeline. Showed me that. And then
16 we drove along the route that I was going to
1 7 survey, and then he showed me the end area.
1 8 And then went back to the start, and I got
1 9 started doing the survey, which consists of the
2 O first thing is obtaining a signal strength at
21 the start area, which was 700 millivolts. I
2 2 then proceeded to start surveying with the DCVG
2 3 equipment which consists of two copper
2 4 reference electrodes and the DCVG meter. And
2 s you are taking continuous measurements over the
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top of the pipeline walking along the
right-of-way.
Q You are indicating, just so it gets
on the record, what you were doing. The motion
5 with your hands, basically, I looked on the
6 internet last night what this is, and basically
7 !t looks like you are holding two walking
8 sticks-9
A Correct.
1o
Q -- and as you are walking, you are
11 using the walking sticks. Is that -12
A Correct.
13
Q Okay.
14
A Yeah, there's electrodes on the end
1 5 of the walking stick, and when current from our
16 signal would flow to the pipeline through a
1 7 coating holiday, it will set up a voltage
1 8 gradient in the ground. So there will be a
1 9 voltage gradient with the epicenter directly
2 o over the pipeline coating holiday. So if you
2 1 have one electrodes here and one of the
2 2 electrodes here, you're going to be measuring
2 3 the voltage through that voltage gradient. So
2 4 you just walk along like that watching your
2 5 meter, and if your meter starts picking up that
1

2
3
4

Okay.
It with a secondary -MR. MANSFIELD: Object. Foundation.
4 It assumes facts not in evidence.
s
Q (By Mr. Ford:) That's fine. You can
6 go ahead.
7
A With the secondary maybe being wick
8 drain damage, although I don't know why they
9 would have me do it while the work was still
1 o going on.
11
Q Okay. You don't recall there being
12 any discussions with Kent Carter about them
13 being concerned that the wick drain installer
1 4 had struck the pipe?
15
A I don't recall.
16
MR. MANSFIELD: You're talking just
1 7 about conversations Mr. Carter had with Mr.
18 Cathey?
19
MR. FORD: That's exactly right.
MR. MANSFIELD: Okay.
20
21
Q (By Mr. Ford:) And that was at the
2 2 time you were going out to do the survey, not
2 3 any time after that, it was just while you were
2 4 there, you don't recall any conversations?
2s
A Correct.
1

Q

2
3

A

Page 30

~

1 voltage gradient, you have a holiday in the
2 area. Then you have some additional work to
3 grade that holiday. I found that one very,
4 very, very small holiday. It was actually 92
5 feet behind -- or, no, that's my test station.
6 It was actually, basically, right at the tie in
7 at the new pipe and the old pipe at 3 foot.
8 Found that one right off the bat, and then
9 surveyed the entire area. And if you look at
1 O that data sheet, that shows the various above
11 ground features that I surveyed past as I
12 surveyed along there. And did not find any
13 coating holidays throughout that test area.
14
Q Okay. Did Kent Carter explain to you
15 that you were looking for a possibility that
1 6 the pipeline had been struck by the wick drain
1 7 installers?
18
A I believe the intent of the survey
19 was twofold. Number one, to make sure there
2 O wasn't any installation issues with the new
2 1 pipeline, because it was going to have a road
2 2 built over it, and any coating holidays would
2 3 be difficul.t or impossible to repair in the
2 4 future. I believe that was the primary reason
2 s for the survey.
Page 31

Page 32
Q Okay. All right. I understand that
some of the other survey work that you did
during that trip to the Salt Lake area you did
find some coating holidays on some of the other
sections that you had done; is that right?
6
A I didn't review those other ones
7 because I was concerned with this one.
8
Q
Sure.
9
(Pause.)
1o
A It appears the rail yard, we found
11 some pretty significant coating damage
12 throughout that entire area.
13
MR. MANSFIELD: Object on relevance.
14
Q (By Mr. Ford:) Do you have any
15 understanding about whether the wick drain
16 installation process that you saw, if the wick
1 7 drain installer had hit the pipeline, if that
1 8 would cause a coating holiday?
19
MR. MANSFIELD: Objection.
2 O Foundation. Speculation. You can answer.
21
I have a right to make objections.
2 2 But then you still may answer.
23
THE WITNESS: My understanding of the
2 4 wick drain installation is there is a shoe,
2 s which is steel, and which is pointed and pretty

1

2
3
4
5
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1
2
3

4

s
6
7

8

9
1o
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25

1
2
3
4
5
6

I believe he mentioned that, yeah.
Okay. And did he mention that they
Q (By Mr. Ford:) If you'll go to the
3 had concluded that the wick drain installers
last page of this document -4 had likely hit the pipe in the course of their
MR. MANSFIELD: The document, the
5 installation?
e-mail, Mike?
6
A
I believe he might have mentioned
MR. FORD: Yes.
7 that.
Q (By Mr. Ford:) Bates number COP 1993
8
Q Is it your belief that as of the time
on the bottom. Do you see that? It's just the
9 you inspected the line that the wick drain
very last page of the entire thing, it's an
1 o installers had not struck the pipe as of the
e-mail.
11 time you inspected it?
A
Okay. Thank you. I have 34.
12
A Yes.
Q I think it's probably -- if you'll
13
MR. MANSFIELD: Objection.
just go to 33.
14 Speculation. Foundation.
A
Okay.
15
Q Go ahead.
Q The bottom e-mail looks like it's
16
A
Yes.
from you to Larry Baker.
17
Q What's the basis for that belief?
A
Okay.
18
A
Well, number one, would be the
Q Do you recall working with Larry
1 9 results of the report. Did not find anything
Baker?
2 O that would indicate a coating holiday. And,
A
Yeah, Larry Baker took over for
21 number two, there is evidence of the wick drain
Carter when he left.
2 2 above ground, where they pound those in,
Q Okay. You have an understanding that
2 3 they've got the wick drain itself sticks above
Kent Carter left sometime between the survey
2 4 ground this far (indicating).
time and this e-mail?
25
Q You're indicating about 12 inches, 10
Page 36
Page 34
sharp, and it would definitely damage a
pipeline if it got broke into it.

A

Yes.

Q Okay. So you were working with Larry
Baker after that?
A

24
25

A

A

Q

1

to 12 inches?

2
3

A
Yeah. And I did not notice any wick
drains installed over the pipeline when I was
there. However, they were, again, maybe
one-third of the wick drains had been put in
when I went through there. So ...

4

Yes.

Q This is an e-mail dated May 10, 2010.
The subject is 2007 Pioneer DCVG Survey Report.
7 It says, Larry, I am attaching the report and
8 survey data sheets for the DCVG survey. The
9 data for the area in question is on the wick
1 o drain tab on the spreadsheet. Only one very
11 small DCVG indication was found outside of the
12 wick drain area, none in the wick drain area.
1 3 As I had mentioned on the phone, they were
1 4 pounding wick drains as I was doing the DCVG
15 survey.
16
Do you recall whether Larry Baker had
1 7 called you before you sent this e-mail?
18
19
2o
21
22
23

1

2

Yes.

Q Do you recall what he said in that
conversation?

5
6
7
8
9

H-m h-m-m.

Q Was that -- what's that based on?
Did you come back and see when additional wick
drains had been installed?

19

A Well, the pipeline transected the
area they were going to be doing the wick
drains. Kind of at an angle, so the pipeline
went through that area where they were
continuing to work.

22
23

24

found damage to the pipeline?

A

1o
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
2o
21

A Just that he needed a copy of the
report, he didn't have it, because there was
going to be a lawsuit.
Q And did he explain that they had

Q Okay. You say about one-third had
been installed when you were there.

25

A
No, you could just see, you know,
they had it graded area where they were going
to be putting all the wick drains in.
Q I see. All right. And the area that

had not been done, was that up against the
pipeline or was it in a different area?

Q Okay. You mentioned that there are
different types of coating on pipelines.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Vjj

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

H-m h-m-m.
You weren't sure what type of coating
was on this particular pipeline?
A I don't recall. I was probably told,
but I don't recall.
Q Okay. Do you know whether different
types of coatings, some are more durable than
others?
A You'd have to define durability.
Different coatings have superior properties in
different applications, different soils, so
there's a lot of variables there.
Q I'm just wondering if you're aware of
maybe the pipe had a particular type of coating
that could withstand something like a wick
drain hitting it?
A
No coating will stand a wick drain
hitting it.
MR. MANSFIELD: Objection. Calls for
speculation. Foundation.
Q (By Mr. Ford:) Did you get any kind
of sense of how deep they were driving those
wick drains?
I heard, I believe, it was like 20,
A
30 feet, I believe.
Page 38

A
Q

Q Do you know how deep the pipeline
was?
Pipeline was probably four to
A
six-feet deep?
MR. MANSFIELD: How deep?
THE WITNESS: Four to six feet.
MR. MANSFIELD: Four to six?
Q (By Mr. Ford:) And that was atthe
time you inspected it, correct?
Correct.
A
Q Whether there was additional fill
placed on top of that, you don't know?
I believe there was additional fill
A
intended to go over it as part of the road
project.
Q Were you ever asked to come back and
do an additional coating evaluation at any
point?
A
Not to my knowledge.
You
personally didn't go out and do
Q
an additional survey, correct?
A
No.
Q Are there other employees in your
company that do this type of work?
Yes.
A
Page 39
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6
7
8
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q So, I guess, conceivably, someone
else in your office may have come and done it
but you're not aware of?
A
I know that nobody from our office
performed any more work at that site.
Q All right. Have you in your
experience ever encountered a similar
experience where a pipe was struck by a wick
drain installer?
A
No.
Q Have you had another experience where
the coating on the pipeline was damaged by
something striking it?
A
I'm familiar with many cases where a
pipeline was struck by a third party and the
coating was damaged, yes.
Q So you were able to come in and do a
coating evaluation survey and discover that
damage?
A
Correct.
Q Ballpark, how many times have you had
that experience?
A
We've found probably over 100,000
coating holidays, not all due to third-party
damage, but...
Page40

Q

What else can cause coating holidays?
A
Installation issues, improper
installation is probably the primary cause.
And then coating just deteriorates with time.
Roots can grow into it, damage, that kind of
thing; the pipeline can shift, ground
expansion, contraction can make the pipeline
move; sitting on a rock, you can get coating
damage. Third-party damage is very apparent
versus those types of situations.
Q How is that? Is there some sort of
a typical scenario?
A Third-party damage is some kind of
mechanical machine it's normally going to
damage the pipe as well as the coating. You're
going to have a gouge of some magnitude in the
pipe as well.
Q Are you able to determine that in the
course of your survey whether the pipe itself
was damaged?
A No.
MR. FORD: That's all the questions I
have for you.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
MR. MANSFIELD: I have a few. Let's
Page 41
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5
6
7

take a short break.
(Recess.)
MR. MANSFIELD: Okay.
EXAMINATION
Q (By Mr. Mansfield:) Mr. Cathey, I
just want to make sure I understand. You were
there doing your task, I think you said, April

8

11?

1
2
3
4

9

A
April 11th.
1o
Q And you weren't there onsite prior to
11 that date, were you?
12
A
No, that was first and only visit.
13
Q That's the only time you've been
14 there?
15
A Yep.
16
Q You weren't there on or about April
1 7 3rd or April 4th?
18
A
No.
19
Q And I want to make sure I understand
2 o this, you testified earlier you saw the wick
2 1 drain, for lack of a better word, construction
2 2 or operation going on?
23
A
Correct.
24
Q But you're not familiar with that
2 5 process, are you?

strike, the coating would have to be damaged
for the pipe to be damaged.
MR. FORD: All right. That1s all
I've got.
5
Of course, we will be ordering the
6 transcript.
7
MR. MANSFIELD: We'll order a copy,
8 also.
9
You have the right to read your
1 O deposition. If there are any problems with it,
11 for instance, the court reporter didn't
12 properly take down, you have the right to
13 correct that. Do you want that opportunity to
1 4 review it?
15
THE WITNESS: Yes.
16
MR. FORD: We have to get your
1 7 address.
18
THE WITNESS: I have a card.
19
(Deposition closed.)
1
2
3
4

20
21
22
23

24
25
Page44
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1
2

A

Not intimately, no.
Q Okay. I think you testified you
3 wouldn't recognize if there was any sort of
4 abnormality in the process?
5
A Correct.
6
Q And you were hired to determine only
7 whether there was any sort of damage or holiday
8 to the coating, correct?
9
A Correct.
1o
Q And you weren't retained to make any
11 determination as to whether there was any
12 damage to the pipeline itself, correct?
13
A That is correct.
MR. MANSFIELD: That's all the
14
1 5 questions I have.
16
MR. FORD: I just have a very quick
1 7 follow-up that just occurred to me.
18
FURTHER EXAMINATION
19
Q (By Mr. Ford:) Are you ever aware of
2 O the situation where you came to learn that
2 1 there was damage to a pipeline but the coating
2 2 itself was not damaged?
23
MR. MANSFIELD: Objection. Relevance.
24
THE WITNESS: Mill defects, that can
2 5 happen. But, typically, from a third-party

3

4

5
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800 1:23
801.257.1900 2:5
801.323.2077 2:14
820 2:13
84070 2:14
84101 2:4
9

9:011:15
918.815.1247 2:10
92 31:4
9350 2:13

2
2 23:1

20 26:8, 19 38:24
2001 6:9 7:6, 11,22
2007 4:14 6:1115:13
19:15 25:12 35:6
2009 6:10 7:11, 13
2010 35:5
2013 1:1545:13 46:20
201546:25

23 1:15
25th 46:19
252-H 2:8
288-3376 1:23
3
3 21:24 23:16 31:7
3rd 42:17
3,349 27:1
30 38:25
33 34:14
34 34:12
3811 25:2, 11
4
4 3:1
4th 42:17
411 2:9
423:2
43 3:3
453:4
463:5
5
50 26:8
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1

Thank you.

2

THE COURT:

All right.

Okay.

Well, here's the

3

situation, we've got to have a decision made so we can get on

4

with what needs to be (inaudible) deposition, whatever it is,

5

(inaudible)

6

and I have experienced, you know, I've done as an attorney a

7

ton of these types of cases.

8

case down in Moab and all of this was an underground pipeline

9

(inaudible)

You know, one of the things that I--I have seen

I had--I had the (inaudible)

from where they had propane in an underground

10

cavern, it was brought up through pipes and--and that's what

11

occurred.

12

One of the things that I learned from that

13

experience many years ago is this:

That anybody who works in

14

construction has an opinion.

15

(inaudible) had an opinion, they--they just have opinions.

16

And part of the problem--and part of the problem here--and the

17

problem here is because this was taken in a deposition early

18

on in the case where people didn't know what was going to

19

happen, if this person was going to be a witness or not a

20

witness, but all of these issues weren't totally looked at and

21

this case that I just gave you last night hadn't been decided.

22

And so everything was, you know, in motion that way; however,

23

this case, I'm grateful that we have the case from the

24

appellate court that talks about if a person isn't more of

25

the--the scientific method, how do we deal with their

Every witness that was
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2

And I don't think this--I believe that if we had Mr.

3

Cathey present, some of these issues could be resolved, but

4

the problem is all we have is what he said that is etched in

5

paper and questions and answers and ends there.

6

problem that I'm faced with is that I've read his deposition

7

four or five times,

8

time I'm looking for things is that, it's just like a normal

9

deposition that anybody would take, you just ask questions and

And--and the

I read it yesterday twice and--and every

10

you're not thinking of--of all of these other things.

11

some reason, you know, these things weren't brought up.

12

don't fault anybody for doing that at the deposition, don't

13

fault them at all, but the problem is, Mr. Cathey is not

14

available to testify and all we have is his deposition, so we

15

have to deal with it.

16

1,(/J

testimony?

And for
And I

But as I read through his deposition, these issues

17

about saying, you know, there has to be some link,

you know,

18

everybody's been arguing experience, experience,

I mean,

19

think he has experience in doing these testings,

I think he's

20

got experience in seeing third party damage to a pipeline.

I

21

think there's no question he's got experience about that.

But

22

even all of those things,

23

explain, it's not:

24

be helpful if he would explain, but he has to explain how his

25

experience leads to the conclusion reached.

I--I

you have to say this witness has to

it's nice if he could explain or it would

And--and I,

for
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1

one, I--I don't think it's possible for a person who sees

2

something once in his life and then to--how that experience

3

leads to my conclusion.

4

I guess he could say because of that, this leads to

5

my conclusion, but he didn't say that, and why his experience

6

is a sufficient basis for the opinion, you know, he doesn't

7

talk about it.

8

thousands of these, that doesn't say the why or the how and

9

how he reasonably applied it.

10

All he says is I have a, you know, so many

And so as it relates--you know, and I think it's a

11

different, I have there's four of these opinions that we've

12

talked about, besides this, he's going to testify and be

13

allowed to testify as I said earlier that he did his test and

14

that test showed that there was, quote, no holiday, as it

15

related to this.

16

So he's going to testify about that.

He's going to be allowed to testify, because I think

17

he has explained it more on this issue, that third party

18

damage to a pipeline is apparent, that will cause--that would-

19

-it's very apparent that it would cause--it would cause--if

20

the cause of damage--that if a third party caused damage to

21

the pipeline, it would cause then damage to the pipeline and

22

the coating.

23

background, these meet the standard in Shepherd.

24

believe he has it for the possible effects of a wick drain

25

hitting the pipeline.

I believe that he has got information and
I do not

I mean, to do that, he has to say,
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1

okay, he can't say I've seen it once, he--he hasn't expressed

2

how much power there is, what it's going to do, how far it has

3

to go down.

4

goes down really hard in four feet,

5

different than it goes really hard down 28 feet and going

6

through a bunch of other dirt to get there and what--what it

7

does.

8
9

You know,

if he's thinking that if this thing
it hits the pipe, that's

And so--or the pipeline coating that was damaged in
collision with the wick drain or the wick drain installation

10

and bounced (inaudible)

the pipeline.

I'm not going to allow

11

that,

12

where he, under this showing under Paragraph 34 of the State

13

vs. Shepherd case that I gave you.

I don't believe--I don't see anywhere in the deposition

14

So he is going to be able to testify about--so

15

whatever clarifies in the deposition that he did the test, it

16

showed no holiday, that when third parties damage a pipeline,

17

it damages

18

allow him to testify as to those things.

19

allow him to testify to the specific wick drain issues because

20

he has not explained in his deposition how his experience meet

21

those three conclusions.

22

MR. MANSFIELD:

(inaudible) the pipeline and the coating.

I'll

I'm not going to

Your Honor, a quick point, though.

23

In his deposition, though, Mr. Cathey specifically states,.

24

this is the question:

25

THE COURT:

Are you able to determine-Okay.

Where are you at?
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1

A

Entec is a manufacturer of fusion bond epoxy.

2

Q

Okay.

3

A

Which is the standard coating of cross country

4

pipelines.

5
6
7

Q

Okay.

And what are some of the properties of this

A

So FBE works well with our cathodic protection, CP,

FBE?

8

another acronym.

So--so we actually--corrosion is one of our-

9

-our threats, so all pipelines are--basically we induce a

10

current on it to reverse the corrosion process.

11

is very compatible with that process.
The other thing,

12

This coating

it's--it's got ductility, okay?

So

13

this polymer concrete, this outer coating is somewhat brittle,

14

it's sacrificial, it can break off if you bend it.

15

FBE is designed to be ductile or resilient, we can actually

16

bend a pipe in the field to contour the ditch,

17

resistant,

18

dent, unlike these dents were longer and gentler, this coating

19

can stay intact, it's got some ductility,

20
21

so it's

if you get a dent unless it's a severe, very sharp

Okay.

Q

But the

Thank you.

if you will.

Now, are you familiar with a

DCVG test?

22

A

Yes.

23

Q

And tell us what that is.

24

A

So DCVG stands for direct current voltage grading,

25

okay, so it's one of many tools we have in our integrity tool
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kit, if you will.

It's typically, used in facilities, our--

2

our primary go-to for inspection of line plate is it's

3

pigable, okay.

4

expensive, so DCVG, they use it a lot in the gas industry in

5

facilities and it's a way to check your coating quality.

6

Okay?

7

close interval survey, DCVG and you're basically--this pipe

8

has got a very low voltage on it from this cathodic protection

9

system where we've put a charge on it, about one volt, give or,

You can run a pig through it, it's very, very

It's one of three different methods, there's ACVG,

10

take.

And--and what this process does, you basically cycle

11

the voltage on and off and they monitor above ground looking

12

for--so if you have metal to soil contact, that voltage will

13

jump off the pipe and they can pick it up with the sensor.

14

Works pretty good for your typical pipeline, which is three to

15

six-foot deep.

16

But it's--it's worth, it's very cheap to do, quick and easy,

17

you can get out there and it's one tool along with, say, a

18

stand-up test to try and validate the integrity of the pipe.

19

Q

Okay.

20

A

It's--

It's--it's a crap shoot on a 30-foot pipe.

21

MR. FORD:

22

(Whereupon, an inaudible off-the-record discussion

23
24
25

Objection, your Honor.

Can we approach?

was held at side bar.)
THE COURT:

Okay.

Ladies and gentlemen,

I think

what we're going to need to do is--why don't you just
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1

(inaudible)

2

that's going to take about five,

3

in recess for that time.

4

I need to talk to the attorneys about something
ten minutes and so we'll be

During this time, don't discuss the case among

5

yourselves or form any opinions until you've heard the entire

6

evidence.

So we'll probably be about five or ten minutes.

7

Okay.

8

The record will reflect that the jury is now out of

9
10
11

You may be seated.

the courtroom so if you want to state again what's the--you
were stating at-MR. FORD:

Yes, your Honor.

I'd move to strike the

12

opinion of this witness about the effective--effectiveness of

13

the DCVG test.

14

witness who was not designated as an expert, his opinions were

15

never provided in this case and I'd ask that that testimony be

16

stricken and the--

17
18

That is an expert opinion that was given by a

THE COURT:

MR. FORD:

20

THE COURT:

22
23
24
25

Was this--okay.

Was this

witness' deposition taken?

19

21

Okay.

this witness?

It was not.
Okay.

And what was the designation of

What was he going to testify to?

MR. MANSFIELD:

Well, he's a fact witness, your

Honor, he can talk about this experience-THE COURT:

I understand but what did he say--what

did he say on--
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1

MR. MANSFIELD:

2

MR. JOFFEE:

3

THE COURT:

5

MR. FORD:

7

VJ

We don't--we don't identify the subject

matter in pre-trial disclosures anymore.

4

6

Well, he--

Well-Well, and it wasn't in initial

disclosures either, which is required.
MR. MANSFIELD:

Well,

in the initial disclosures, he

8

was designated as a person with knowledge about the--the

9

installation in 2007 and the DCVG testing.

10

MR. FORD:

11

MR. MANSFIELD:

12

THE COURT:

13

THE BAILIFF:

14

MR. MANSFIELD:

That's not correct.
And that's my understanding.

(Inaudible)
I'll give you some water (inaudible)
Your Honor, it is fairly vague, it

15

talks about general knowledge regarding the 2007 installation

16

but--but it is not--

17

THE WITNESS:

18

MR. MANSFIELD:

19

THE COURT:

20
21

Thank you very much.
--specific.

All right.

Okay.

I apologize for that.
So what's your

response relating to the objection?
MR. MANSFIELD:

Well, he's talking about his

22

experience, he's an integrity manager, he spent the last, you

23

know, 20-some years dealing with the integrity of pipeline and,

24

protection of the pipeline, coating evaluations is part of the

25

product protection and he can testify as to his experience and
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use and why he uses various tests for different purposes.

2

can certainly testify as to that and that's what his testimony

3

was, your Honor.

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. FORD:

Okay.

He

Mr. Ford?

We know, your Honor, there's--there's a

6

great body of case law, anyone giving an opinion needs to be

7

designated as such, their opinions need to be provide before

8

trial and we need an opportunity to see those in response and

9

that was not done.

10

MR. MANSFIELD:

But that--that is not the fact with

11

a fact witness who's talking about his experience and what he

12

uses in his work, your Honor.

13

know, he hasn't found them to be very reliable and it's one

14

tool, you know, in--in--or one item in his tool kit about what

15

can be used for this.

16

testimony, your Honor, and there's--there's no case law that

17

I'm aware of that says he can't do this, your Honor, testify

18

in this regard.

19

THE COURT:

What he testified to is, you

I think it was perfectly appropriate

Okay.

What--what is the authority that

20

you're stating is your position or either position so we have

21

something I can look at?

22

MR. FORD:

Your Honor, I think this case that we

23

just were looking at this morning is on point, someone relying

24

on their experience to render an opinion had to be qualified

25

as an expert under 702, even though it was based on
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experience.
In this case, we have someone offering an opinion

2

3

based on experience.

That doesn't get them away from the

4

requirements of Rule 702, not only that, but Rule 26, expert

5

witness disclosure.

6

need to provide it before trial.

If you're going to give an opinion, you

7

MR. MANSFIELD:

8

THE COURT:

9

Well--

And can you tell me why--why he got

through all of these (inaudible) we were going to DCVG for a

10

long time and then asked the question, then after the question

11

was asked and answered, then you said can I approach the

12

bench?

13

MR. FORD:

I wasn't sure where we were headed, your

14

Honor, and I apologize that I wasn't sure where we were headed

15

on this.

16

It was an opinion that I thought needed to be-THE COURT:

Okay.

Well, let me ask you this then:

17

then we have nothing--we have nothing in this record, you're--

18

you're going to say in this record, people have said we did

19

this DCVG test, nobody has said about it's--nobody will say,

20

as far as I know, including Mr. Cathey, will say the validity

21

of it at 28 feet.

22

MR. MANSFIELD:

23

THE COURT:

24

that correct or not?

25

MR. FORD:

Uh-huh (affirmative).

There's nobody that will say that; is

That's correct.
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1

THE COURT:

Unless you have anybody talk about

2

anything about DCVG tests, because all they're going to say is

3

that we did this test and so the jury is going to be said

4

with, okay, is it good or bad or whatever, is this--so there's

5

nothing--nothing to support the DCVG test--

6

MR. MANSFIELD:

7

THE COURT:

Well, and that's--

--let alone--okay.

And I guess--I guess ·

8

there's--there's two things that I'm looking at.

One is this

9

witness, I don't think he should be able to say--I think

10

you're right on this, he shouldn't be able to say that DCVG

11

things stink and that they're not useful.

12

say something to the effect of, I use these--I think he said

13

this, they're usually used in facilities at four to six feet.

14

MR. MANSFIELD:

Yeah.

But I--why can't he

Four to six, what his

15

testimony was is typically they're used in facilities and

16

pipelines where you have bore--you know, I think it was

17

actually four or five--

18

THE WITNESS:

19

MR. MANSFIELD:

20

23
24
25

yeah.

Three to six feet deep was his

testimony.
THE COURT:

21
22

Three to six feet,

five,

Well, whatever.

You know, three to

four to six, doesn't-MR. MANSFIELD:

Yeah, it's the sarne--same thing,

your Honor, but-THE COURT:

All right.

Well, tell me, so why can't-
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-why can't that be done?

2

we do,

this is how he used them and it's better than nothing?
MR. FORD:

3

Why can't he say that this is what

I didn't object to that.

I only objected

4

when he said about the validity of-it at 28 to 30 feet.

5

That's where I think he is commenting, giving expert opinion,

6

really attacking another expert's opinion when he doesn't have

7

his own expert opinion.
MR. MANSFIELD:

8

9

Well, there is no expert opinion, as

your Honor, noted about the reliability of the test at 28

10

feet.

11

clear Mr. Cathey thought this pipeline was four to six feet

12

deep.

13

that a moment ago, that you have to give the expert opinions

14

and report, that's if you're offering an opinion on the

15

ultimate issue in the case.

16

he's just talking about his use and his experience with--with

17

the various testing.

18

THE COURT:

19

One of the things in Mr. Cathey's deposition is, it's

What--what--in the Shepherd, what Mr. Ford mentioned

Mr. Miller is not doing that,

All right.

Let me just ask you this:

Are you going to ask him any more questions--

20

MR. MANSFIELD:

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. MANSFIELD:

23

THE COURT:

24

do.

25

ladies and gentlemen,

No.

--about this?
No.

Okay.

Well, here's--here's what I can

If I can--if I do what you say,

I'm going to say, okay,

I want you to strike from your memory
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the testimony of Mr. Miller regarding the usefulness of the

2

DCVG test at 28 feet.

3

issue.

And so I'm just going to emphasize the
t.u,,

4

Or--and the other point I'm going to make is that

5

there's a even bigger body of case law saying if you don't

6

object before the question's asked, it's waived.

7

are the two issues that I've got.

8

MR. MANSFIELD:

9

MR. FORD:

And so those

And that is true--

And your Honor, and I will--

10

MR. MANSFIELD:

11

MR. FORD:

--point, your Honor.

--move--he didn't ever ask him his

12

opinion, he--he volunteered that--that opinion, that's when I

13

objected.

14
15

It was not responsive to the question.
MR. MANSFIELD:

MR. FORD:

17

MR. MANSFIELD:

18

MR. FORD:

20

I

asked him, you kno~, about the use of it and--

16

19

It was completely responsive.

feet.

And--and he said---it was completely responsive.

--it's fine at four feet but not at 28

That's not responsive to the question.
THE COURT:

Well, I--the--the testimony of the

21

witness was this:

the testimony of the witness was, okay,

22

I've been an integrity engineer.

23

that we use.

24

used in--I use it usually in facilities and where it's very

25

low pipeline--! mean--

We have a bunch of tools

This DCVG is one of those tools and when it's
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MR. MANSFIELD:

2

THE COURT:

3

instead of 28 to 30.

4

and so if you're--if you're saying you don't want to say

5

anything about it at 28, you know,

6

I use these--I think he can say his own personal use because

.7

that's what he's here for, he's the integrity man~ger of

8

ConocoPhillips.

9

does it.

10

Shallow.

--shallow.

Low number, four.to six

And so that's when they're normally used

I--I think he can say that

I think he can say what he does and why he

I don't think--and if we want to--and if you want me

11

to--if you want me to right now say,

12

about this, then I'm emphasizing it.

13

that's what you want me to do--

14

MR. FORD:

jury, forget what he said
I don't know what--if

I agree, your Honor, and I don't think

15

that's appropriate, but I would say I would like an order from

16

the Court that it is not used in closing arguments:

17

when Mr. Miller said at 28, it's a crap shoot.

18

THE COURT:

Okay.

Remember

Then it's not going to be--

19

nobody's going to say--nobody's going to be able to say in

20

closing argument that it's effective at all, period, because

21

there's no testimony in this record about the use of a DCVG at

22

28 feet.

23

it's good.

There is absolutely nothing in this record that says·

24

MR. FORD:

25

THE COURT:

Other than-And your person, Mr. Cathey, hasn't said
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1

a word about that.

2
3
4
5
6

7

MR. FORD:
that--

~,
THE COURT:

And he has said that it's four to six

feet, which is just exactly what this man has said.
MR. FORD:

ConocoPhillips hired this man to do this

test on the pipe and he tested it--

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. FORD:

10

Well, your Honor, other than the fact

THE COURT:

I know, but what you're doing---regardless of the depth---what you're doing is grossly unfair,

11

what you're doing is you're ask--you're saying they hired him,

12

he's saying, yeah, we'll do that and it--you know, it's a

13

shot, let's try it.

14

and so, you know, they're damned--

15

MR. FORD:

16

THE COURT:

17
18
19
20

And you're trying to say, oh, they did it

Well, your Honor---because they--they--they did it and it

didn't show anything, therefore, it doesn't mean anything.
MR. FORD:

That's--that's not where I'm--I'm crying

foul here, I understand that and that is the argument-THE COURT:

Well, but that's going to be your

21

argument and so--so you're saying the integrity manager of

22

Phillips cannot say how they use it.

23
24
25

MR. FORD:

Because he didn't disclose it.

That's

the way discovery work.
THE COURT:

Well, why didn't you take the guy's
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1

deposition?
MR. FORD:

2

Because he was listed among, there were

3

probably 40 witnesses and he was listed as general knowledge

4

about the installation in 2007.

5

THE COURT:

Well,--well,

I'm--okay.

All right.

But

6

I mean if--if you don't take the person's deposition and you

7

don't know what they're doing to say, okay.

8

am basically,--you know,

9

objection and then after you've waived an objection, you tell

I am not going--!

if you said you have waived an

10

me that I can't say that somebody can say this in a--in a

11

closing argument, you give me a case that says I can't do that

12

or that I have authority to do that, because I haven't seen

13

such a case.

14

at it.

15

If there's one,

I'll be more than happy to look

So I'm not going to make an issue right now unless

16

somebody wants to show me something about closing argument,

17

but you just tell me what we want to do right now.

18

want me to say something, that he can't give that opinion,

19

he's going to be allowed to say what his practice is as what--

20

why he uses what he did and why it was used today.

21
22
23

MR. FORD:

If you

And--and can he go a step further and say

and I don't use it for 28 feet applications?
THE COURT:

Well,

I'm not going to--I think we don't

24

have to get there.

I think what we basically--well, what,

25

he doesn't use it for 28 feet?
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MR. FORD:

1

2

Right.

That's what I'm asking, if that

is an appropriate question.
THE COURT:

3

Why can't he say that's what his job is

4

and that's what he does?

5

MR. MANSFIELD:

He would be entitled and that's

6

basically what his testimony--

7

THE COURT:

8

MR. MANSFIELD:

9

THE COURT:

This is not---was--

--this is not--you know, unless you've

10

got something that says this person doing that type of thing

11

is not allowed because it's expert testimony,

12

MR. MANSFIELD:

13

THE COURT:

Yeah.

--I'm--he's saying here's why--here's

14

why we did this test.

15

he's saying this is why we did it.

16

I--

You're saying they asked for the test,

And so I basically--I'm not going to go into--I

17

don't want a ton more, he's already answered the one question,

18

he's got a right to say why he used it, it's one of the tools.

19

I think--

20

MR. MANSFIELD:

21

THE COURT:

22
23

Yes.

Are you going to ask any more

questions-MR. MANSFIELD:

The only other question on DCVG

24

testing I'm going to ask him if whether he considered this to

25

be, in essence, conclusive, if there was or wasn't damage to
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